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thus by graduall changes there is evolution. Now, Darwin thought of this

theory and he thought he'd like to write a book about it. S0, he wrote

up his theory and put it in the safe, and more or less he had forgotten about

it for a number of years. He read the book that I just referred to

thiswa was a parody ... he was very disgusted with it, and he wrote a
copy of the had

sc ving notes in the margin of his/book, but his own theory he/put
discussed

away -h in j the safe, and he was often disgusted with Huxley, and Huxley

said, I just can't see it. I just can't see it at all. Then the time we

came when another lad, a friend of Darwin who was over the other side of the

world on the scientific expedition. Not having much to do one day,

not finding much around to read, he happaied to pick up Malthus' book,

the same book Darwin had read, and he picked up Naithus' book and read it,
head

and when he read it, the same idea flahsed into his mind which flashed into

Darwin's mind- head. Wh Why, that is the way one species changes into

another. And so Wallet wrote a letter to his good friend Charles Darwin, and

he said, I thought of a clever idea, I'd beeb just reading Naithus' book
the struggle for

and thought of a clever idea of/the survival far-he- es- and the survival
in

for the fittest. And that is how one species changes/to another. Darwin ed

read Nalthu' book and got the same idea 20 years ea±Iier. And he had this

theory written in a safe where he had written up. And he said to his friend,

what am I going to do? So, the friend told him, and he said, well, you just

go he to the Scientific Soceity, and read what you had written about 20 years

aog, and also read to them also what Nalthus had written and present the two.

And Darwin did. And there not much interest at the Soceity. And those who

were present mentioned it rather uninterestingly. But then Darwin thought,

somebody would get the idea and write it up. May Wallace might. So, I had
my

better get et-he book out. And so, he wrote to a publiher, and he had

asked the publisher to publish the book which he hurriedly wrote up, not nearly

as long as he wanted e- to, but he hurriedly wrote it up and he had asked
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